Year 2

‘Romans in Britain’

English:
We will be reading our main text ‘ Alfie's Adventure
with the Romans’ by Michael Rosen.
Poetry:
We will write an acrostic style poem about Romans.
Non- Fiction:
We will write a set of instructions for ‘How to dress
like a Roman Solider’. As writers, we will focus on
writing for the reader and editing our writing. We will
consolidate our spelling rules and patterns, including
the use of suffixes such as -ed, -es, -ing. As readers, we
will continue to apply our phonic knowledge and
develop our comprehension skills.
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Class information:
• P.E. is on Monday; please come dressed ready
for PE.
• Please tie long hair back with white, blue or
black accessories only.
• Please bring reading books, spellings books
and a named water bottle to school every day.
• Please name all uniform!
Please regularly check the website and your emails
for extra information.
Please contact parents@beckfootpriestthorpe.org
with any questions.

Maths:
Ideas for home school projects:
Number and Place Value:
• Make some Roman mosaics using squares
We will revisit skip counting in 2s, 5s, 10s and 3s from
of paper.
any given number. We will compare and order
• Find and mark the Roman Empire on a
numbers and different representations to 100 using
world map.
the <, > and =.
• Make and decorate a clay pot.
Measurement:
• Research Roman innovations, such as
We will explore the use of appropriate standard units
roads and libraries. Why are these
to estimate and measure amounts. We will recognise
important?
and use symbols for pounds (£) and pence (p). We
• Glue cut out leaves onto a headband to
use our knowledge of addition and subtraction to
make a laurel wreath.
combine amounts to make a particular value and
• Create a Roman quiz and test someone’s
calculate change given from an amount.
knowledge.
• Find out what Roman soldiers used to
Home learning:
wear. Draw a Roman solider and label
• Read at home (at least 3x weekly) and make a note
their items.
in the reading record. Share many different books
• Practise marching or Roman sports, such
at home to develop storybook language.
as javelin, running or even weightlifting!
• Support your child with learning spellings (at least
• Learn how to write numbers in Roman
3x weekly)
numerals.
• Access Numbots regularly to practise number
• Make a sundial and use it to tell the time
facts.
of day.
• Complete a home/school project.
Extra home research around our topic is also greatly
appreciated.

Science:
Our theme this term is the human body and growth.
We will continue to learn about the systems in our
bodies, their purposes and how they work together.
We will learn how to keep each system working and
healthy.

If the project is difficult to transport, you could send
a photo to the parent email address.
parents@beckfootpriestthorpe.org

History:
In History lessons, we will explore the topic
Romans in Britain. We will learn about the Roman
empire, their armies and how they conquered
Europe. We will find out about the changes and
the impact the Romans had on life in Britain.
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